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ABSTRACT: Biomedical event extraction from literature
is a new research topic in the field of biomedical text
mining. Trigger detection is a crucial and challenging
subtask in this complex task. A method based on the
conditional random field (CRF) model combined with
support vector machine (SVM) is developed in this study
to detect biomedical event triggers. Rich features,
including lexical and structural, are used in model training.
Experiment results show the promising perfor-mance of
the method, which achieved an F-score of 72.07 on the
BioNLP2013-ST corpus. Different from the other similar
systems, the valid proteins that participate in the event
are identified which is helpful to detect the triggers. We
believe this work is a positive contribution to the
biomedical text mining community by easing biomedical
event extraction.
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1. Introduction

Biomedical data have been increasingly produced in recent
years, and biomedical literature has been published for
the widespread application of high-throughput techniques.
This great amount of the biomedical literature contains a
wealth of information about relationships among genes.
This infor-mation is required by biomedical researchers,
but it exists in the unstructured state which makes it hard
to use. Therefore, it is necessary to extract these data to
construct a knowledge database for the biomedical
researchers. Biomedical event extraction from literature
is a fine-grained text mining task that targets semantically
rich entity relations. BioNLP Genia Event shared task
(BioNLP-ST) [1, 2, 3] defined and developed the biomedical
event extraction task. This task consists of nine types of
biomedical molecular events related to protein biology.
The nine types of events are Gene_expression,
Transcription, Protein_catabolism, Phosphorylation,
Localization, Binding, Regulation, Positive_regulation, and
Negative_regulation. Each event has one trigger and one
or more arguments. The type of trigger is in accordance
with the event it belongs. The first five types have only one
protein argument, and the Binding event has one or more
protein arguments. The last three Regulation events are
the most complex and have one or more arguments that
could be proteins or other events. A sample of event
annotation of a passage (sen.1) from the train corpus is
illustrated in Figure 1. The terms in italic font are the
annotated proteins, and the words in bold font are the
triggers.
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The reported approaches for biomedical event extraction
can be classified into two groups: pipeline-based and joint.
The first group shows significant advantages in event
extraction which usually em-ploys several dependent
classifiers to detect the triggers and assign the arguments.
For example, Turku [4] and TEES [5] are the best systems
in BioNLP’09 and BioNLP’13, respectively; they regard
trigger detection as a key step to be implemented by the
support vector machine (SVM) algorithm. In pipeline-based
systems, the overall performance depends closely on the
subtask of trigger identification. Björne [4] indicated that
a perfect trigger detector decreases the overall system
error of 46.5% by 18.58% points, which is a relative
decrease of 40%. The words that appear as triggers act
as common words more frequently in the train corpus.
Here common word means the word that is not an
annotated protein or a trigger in the sentence. For
example, 28% appearance of the word “activates” is trigger
word while 72% is common word [4]. Additionally, the
same words can be various types of triggers in different
context. For example, the word “expression” may appear
as four types of trigger: Gene_expression, Transcription,
Localization, and Negative_regulation. In conclusion,
trigger detection is a crucial and challenging subtask in
pipeline-based event extraction systems.

A novel approach for trigger detection is developed in this
study. This approach employs two sub-steps. First, the
conditional random field (CRF) model is utilized to tag the
trigger entity in the sen-tence. Second, each trigger is
assigned a type by the multi-class SVM model. Rich
features, including lexical and syntactic dependency, are
utilized in the model. The proposed method shows
satisfactory performance when estimated on the GE Task
corpus in the BioNLP2013 shared task. The F-score of
trigger detection is 72.07, which is a competitive result
compared with similar state-of-the-art systems. What’s
more, we identified the valid proteins that participate in
the events in the tagging stage. The statistics show that
only 56% annotated proteins participate in the events.
Therefore, valid protein identification is a significant issue,
but it is usually disregarded by other similar systems.

2. Related Works

Many trigger identification approaches have been reported
recently [6, 7, 8, 9]. Turku and TEES are the best event
extraction systems in BioNLP2009-ST and BioNLP2013-
ST [4, 5]. The Turku system casts trigger detection as a

multi-class classification task and employs a multi-class
SVM classifier to assign the types for the samples. Zhang
mapped the dependency graph of a candidate sentence
into features, which were utilized to detect bio-event
triggers [6]. The key step was the hash operation
implemented to iteratively compute the dependency graph
and map the dependency graph into neighborhood hash
features. Campos D. et al. used CRFs with a rich feature
set to detect triggers [7]. They employed a configurable
algorithm to optimize the feature set and training
parameters for each event type. Martinez D. et al.
presented a method to detect event trigger words in
biomedical text based on a word-sense disambiguation
(WSD) approach [8]. Their experiment was developed on
the corpus constructed with the candidate words that have
high frequency and occur with different event classes in
BioNLP-ST data. Zhou et al. proposed a multiple kernel
learning method based on the MLEE corpus to identify
event triggers [9].

3. Method

The entire framework for this task is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Overview of the trigger detection system
3.1 Text Preprocessing

3.1.1  Replacing the Protein Mames
Many protein names are composed of multiple words but
are complete semantic units. Therefore, before parsing,
all the names of the annotated protein entities were
replaced with label “PROi_,” wherein the letter “i” represents
the order of the annotated protein that appears in the text.
For the same reason, if two placeholders are connected
to each other by a comma or a conjunction (such as
“PROi_ and PROj_”), they are combined and the
combination is replaced with a placeholder. For example,
if “PRO1_, PRO2_, and PRO3_” appears in a sentence, it
would be replaced with “PRO1_PRO2_PRO3_” using
regular expressions. After this preprocessing, the multiple
coordinate protein names are regarded as a whole to be
inputted to the parser. This treatment simplifies the sen-
tence and retains the semantics, rendering it helpful to
the task.

For example, the raw sentence sen.2 is as follows:

Sen.2: BMP-6 did not induce significant changes in the
protein expression of Id2 and Id3.

After the preprocessing of the replacement, it will be
transferred into the following sample.

Sen.2’: PRO1 did not induce significant changes in the
protein expression of PRO2_ PRO3.

3.1.2 Tokenization

Figure 1. The sample of event annotation
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The compound words with a dash that connects two simple
words, such as “Smad-phosphorylation,” are split. In this
compound word, “phosphorylation” is a candidate trigger,
but it is omitted because the proposed model tokenizes
the sentence by space. After this treatment, the trigger
that is part of the compound word is recalled.

3.1.3 Building the Trigger Dictionary
All the text chunks that have acted as triggers in the
training data are called candidate triggers in this paper.
Many candidates repeatedly appear as triggers in text.
Therefore, whether a word is in the dictionary is an
important feature to identify a trigger. The percentage of
appearance as a trigger for one word is also an important
information to detect a trigger. The frequency wherein the
word acted as a trigger and as a common word (not trigger)
was thus counted in the training data.

3.1.4 Sentence Parsing
Before parsing, the sentences were segmented, and those
without annotated proteins were removed. The sentences
without entities are worthless because they do not contain
triggers and entity rela-tions. Gdep[10] was utilized to
parse all the sentences. Gdep is a version of the KSDep
dependency parser trained on the GENIA Treebank for
parsing biomedical texts. The parse output of sen.2 is
shown in Figure 3. The output of sentence parsing contains
syntactic and dependency information, such as part of
speech (PoS), phrase, and dependency relation. The parse
result also contains the base form (column 3) of each
word and the type of biomedical entity (column 6). The
dependency relations can be represented as a
dependency graph based on the matrix in Figure 3. The
dependency path between two entities can be extracted
from this graph. In a word, the parse output contains rich
information for the system to extract the lexical and
structural features.

Figure 3. Output of sentence parsing

3.2 Features
Both lexical and structural features were used for the
proposed method. All the features were extracted from
the raw sentence or the parse output. The participation of
features and templates is as follows:

3.2.1 Lexical feature

The lexical features include:

• Token: The token and the context within the windows
±5

• PoS: The part of speech(PoS) of the current token and
the context within the windows ±5

• STEM: The stem of the current token and the context
within the windows ±2

• Lemma: The lemma of the current token and the context
within the windows ±2

• Chunking: The chunks of the current token and the
context within the windows ±2

• 2-gram: 2-gram of the tokens within the windows ±5

• 3-gram: 3-gram of the tokens within the windows ±5

• ClusterLabel: The class labels of Brown cluster

The tokens were clustered based on the BioNLP2013
dataset by using the Brown cluster [11]. The number of
the class was set to 1000. After clustering, 1000 class
labels were obtained for all the tokens in the corpus (Table
1). The words with the same features were clustered to
generalize the word semantics.

Tokens

activates reduces phosphorylates represses
alters limits abrogates inactivates sustains
compromises relieves impedes /p70

induces upregulates attenuates impairs
stabilizes engages rescues exploits

regulates stimulates blocks lacks protects
counteracts mimics transactivates
accompanies generates recruits explains
separates masks eliminates occupies precedes
accompany excludes creates restitutes adp-
ribosylates

mediates prevents suppresses directs
modulates became facilitates shares restores
underlies disrupts knock modifies transduces
uncouple

inhibits affects down-regulates

Class labels

01101101000

01101101001

011011010100

011011010101

011011010110

3.2.2 Dependency Features
In the sentence, the two tokens with close semantic
dependency do not always have a short word distance.
Accordingly, the semantic relation cannot be determined
by relying on context features only. Consider the following
sentence.

Sen.3: Supershift analysis showed that the transcription
factors Sp1 and Sp3 which are ubiquitously expressed

Table 1.  Part of the clustering result on BioNLP2013
data set
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in mammalian cells, bind specifically to the identified
motif.

Both the token “expressed” and “bind” are the triggers of
proteins “Sp1” and “Sp3.” Comparatively, the former has a
shorter word distance from the proteins than the latter.
Thus, the lexical features play a positive role in identifying
this relation for the former trigger, whereas it is unsure for
the latter though both have an equivalent status in entity
relations. However, the dependency graph ignores the word
distance and focuses on the dependency relation between
two tokens. Therefore, the structural features are extracted
based on the dependency graph to assist in trigger
detection. In sen.3, the protein “Sp3” directly depends on
the trigger “bind.” The dependency distance is shorter than
the word distance. In this case, the dependency features
have a positive contribution. With the dependency features,
the trigger “bind” can be identified. The six classes of the
features utilized in this study are listed below.

• entityDep: Whether biomedical entities, such as protein,
DNA, RNA, and cell, exist to depend on the current token
on one way

• tokenDep: Whether the current token depends on the
biomedical entities (ditto) on one way

• agentToken: The agent token that depends on the
current token and its part of speech(PoS).

• brotherEntity: Whether the current token has the protein
entity as its brother node

• leafNode: Whether the current token is a leaf node in
the dependency tree

• depLabel: The dependency label of the current token
and its governor

F (x, y) is used for each instance of training data to denote
the features extracted from input instance x along with
configuration y. In general, each feature instance f in F is
a function f: X × Y → R, which map x and y to a feature
value. In practice, defining the function as an indicator
function is convenient, e.g.,

⎩
⎨
⎧ ==

=
otherwise

OyNMODxif
yxf ii
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,""1
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3.3 Trigger Detection

3.3.1 Trigger Tagging
Trigger tagging is regarded as a sequence labeling task
in this paper. The common models utilized to solve the
sequence labeling task include CRFs, maximum-entropy
Markov model, and hidden Markov model. The CRF model
was used in this study to tag the triggers in the sequences.
Lafferty et al. first introduced this undirected probabilistic
graphical model that provides a discriminative framework
for building structured models to segment and label
sequence data [12]. Recently, CRF has elicited much
interest. This model has been successfully applied in text
processing and bioinformatics [13, 14, 15]. The advantage

of the CRF model is that it predicts the state variable
based on global optimization performance. The CRF
algorithm described is as follows.

Assuming that we have an input sequence of observation
x = (x1, x2, … xn) and a state variable y = (y1, y2, …, yn) that
needs to be inferred from given observations. Given x, the
probability of a label sequence y determined by the CRF
model is calculated by the formula

∑ ∑
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where fk is the state function, λk is the parameter to be
estimated from the training data and indicates the weight
of the feature function, and Z (X) is a normalization factor
that ensures P (Y|X)  is not more than 1. Z (X) is calculated
as
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For the present task, if the observation sequence is as
follows:

Sen.3  BMP-6 production in B cells.

The token in bold is the trigger, and the token in italics is
the annotated protein. The label set is assigned as S =
{p, s, o} for the model. In the set, p is for the annotated
proteins, s is for the triggers, and o is for the common
words. These symbols are state variables that need to be
predicted in the test data. The corresponding relation for
sen.3 is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Sequence tagging model

3.3.2 Assigning the types for the triggers
After tagging the triggers with CRF model, we used multi-
class support vector machine (SVM) to classify these
triggers into nine types. SVM is widely used in natural
language processing and biomedical text mining; the
approach exhibits good performance [13, 14, 15]. The
algorithm is described as follows.

Given training data {xi, yi}, i = 1,…,l, yi ∈{-1,1}, xi∈Rd, a
hyperplane should be searched to separate the positive
instance from the negative one. The hyperplane is
represented as

ibwxy ii ∀≥−+⋅ 01)(                    (3)

Accordingly, the linear SVM classifier has the following
form:

bxwxf += T)(                                    (4)

Multi-class SVM is based on binary SVM. The tool
package LIBSVM [16] was used to implement the
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Class Precision Recall F-Score Total

Single-word triggers 78.21 68.83 73.21 3380

Multi-word triggers 56.74 23.28 32.14 174

Overall 77.81 67.13 72.07 3554

experiment. The feature template is the same as those
mentioned in Section 2.2.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Criteria
This work focused only on biomedical trigger detection,
which is the key step of event extraction. The corpus of
BioNLP2013-ST was used to evaluate the proposed iden-
tification method. BioNLP 2013 training datasets and
BioNLP 2013 development datasets were selected as
training and test sets, respectively. The precision-recall
metric was adopted to evaluate performance. The evalua-
tion criteria are based on precision, recall, and F-score.

4.2 Experiments and Results
Experiments on the BioNLP-ST2013 corpus were
conducted, and five-fold cross validation was adopted to
obtain the results, which are shown in Table 2. Three
models, namely, dictionary-based, SVM, and CRF, were
adopted in turn; they exhibited different performances.

Model Features Precision Recall F-Score

Dictionary 10.06 85.27 17.8

SVM CP 59.60 61.34 60.45

CP 77.47 59.46 67.27

CP+LEX 77.42 64.94 70.62

CRF CP+LEX+SF 77.89 66.98 72.02

CP+LEX+SF+BC 77.81 67.13 72.07

The CRF model showed the best performance, whereasthe
dictionary-based method showed the worst performance.
The SVM model exhibited a mediocre performance.
Several groups of features were added to the CRF model
to examine the effects of different features. The symbols
CP, LEX, and SF are utilized to represent the following
group of features.

CP: token and PoS features

LEX: lemma, stem, and chunk features

SF: structural features

BC: features of Brown clustering

The rich features play a positive role in performance
improvement. When all the above-mentioned features were
combined in the CRF model, the system of trigger
identification achieved the best performance with an overall
F-score of 72.07. To the best of our knowledge, state-of-
the-art trigger detection systems show the best
performance with an F-score of 66.06% [6].

Table 2. Results of trigger identification using different models and features

The performance in single- and multiple-word trigger
identification was also estimated individually. The results
are shown in Table 3. The performance of single-word
triggers was better than that of multi-word trigger; these

triggers obtained F-scores of 73.21 and 32.14, respectively.
The number of multiple-word triggers was significantly lower
than that of single-word triggers. Thus, the overall
performance remains promising.

Table 3. Results of single- and multi-word trigger identification

The protein entities in the corpus are annotated. However,
only 56% annotated proteins participate in the events in
the BioNLP2013 corpus according to our statistics.
Therefore, tagging the valid proteins is beneficial for trigger
detection and event extraction. The result of identifying
the valid proteins is shown in Table 4.

Type Precision Recall F-Score

Proteins 81.27 82.20 81.65

5. Conclusion

A new approach that employs rich features was developed
to detect the event trigger and identify the valid proteins
that participate in the events. The proposed strategy
regards trigger detection as a se-quence tagging task.
All types of features, including structural features that
play a positive role in trigger identification, were extracted.
The models used were general techniques with low
complexity. Therefore, the proposed method is effective
and applicable. The results of the experiment on the Bi-
oNLP-ST corpus show that promising performance inTable 4. Results of valid protein identification
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terms of F-score was achieved.
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